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Abstract. Many nursing homes for dementia patients struggle with res-
idents that wander towards the exit with the intention of leaving. Several
types of interventions have been used to deal with this issue. Unfortu-
nately, many of them are quite forceful, or are unsuitable for the specific
context of certain nursing homes. In this paper, we investigate the possi-
bility to using a more playful persuasive intervention. The design itself is
in the form of a lost puppy, equipped with several actuators and sensors,
that has to be brought ‘home’, in order to steer residents unknowingly
away from the exit. Our first pilot indicated that residents noticed the
puppy and showed interest in the device, and might be distracted from
the exit. However, the puppy in its current form did not yet lead the
residents away from the exit. Based on our contextual analyses, related
work, and received feedback, we share our design insights which could
be helpful for creating playful interventions for people with dementia.

Keywords: Dementia · Wandering · Playful intervention · Play
Design · Exit · Care home

1 Introduction

Around 47 million people worldwide have dementia [42]. Dementia is an umbrella
term for the deterioration of cognitive functions caused by damaging of the cells
in the brain and the connections between the cells [2]. The most common type
of dementia is Alzheimer’s disease [2,42]. The symptoms and characteristics
of dementia affect people’s everyday functioning and can involve (but are not
limited to) memory loss, affected judgement, aggression, loss of willpower, and
disorientation of time and place [14,42]. In general, in the early stages of demen-
tia, people are able to remain at home with the help of family caregivers [23,43].
When the workload of caregivers becomes too high, the people with dementia
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often move into a nursing home. Wandering behaviour of people with demen-
tia, especially prevalent for those with Alzheimer‘s disease, represents a major
challenge regarding this group [20]. Kleine et al. and Burns et al. indicated that
respectively 17.4% and 18.5% of their subjects showed wandering behaviour,
with subjects with more severe dementia showing higher rates of wandering
behaviour [9,20].

Given this high prevalence rate of people with dementia in our society, it is
not surprising to see a serious interest of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI)
researchers in people with dementia [24]. Joddrell and Astell indicated they found
three directions regarding HCI for people with dementia: screening and assess-
ment, addressing activity of daily living (ADL), and providing leisure activities
[19]. In this paper we focus on a playful interactive intervention for people with
dementia who wander towards the exit with the intention of leaving. The inter-
vention we envision is not aiming for therapeutic goals or cognitive stimulation.
Instead, we want to use playful aspects to unknowingly steer people with demen-
tia away from the exit in a more pleasurable way than current alternatives. The
case study we present here is for one specific nursing home, where many residents
stroll freely through the building. Several of them are in a far developed stage
of dementia, and therefore not allowed to leave without supervision. A chip in
their shoe prevents the exit door from opening when they stand in front of it1,
which can lead to confrontation and confusion. Residents can get upset, cause a
scene in the entrance hall, and even become aggressive towards caregivers. This
requires the receptionist and caregivers to step in by calming them down and
taking them somewhere else.

To address this issue we propose our Lost Puppy concept: a stuffed puppy
located near the exit, that is equipped with a motion sensor and several actuators
(sound and light) to attract the attention of wandering residents who might go
towards the exit. The puppy entices the person to return the puppy to the
lost puppy’s parent, a non-interactive stuffed dog placed a little further away,
intended to lead the resident away from the exit.

In the remainder of this paper we will explain how we came to the design
of the Lost Puppy prototype, and share our insights. In Sect. 2, we start with
related work, including other interventions for wandering residents. In Sect. 3,
we summarise previously identified aspects for addressing the senses that are rel-
evant when designing interactive technology for people with dementia. Section 4
reports on the context of the exit, by conducting a small observational study
of the entrance, and several sets of semi-structured interviews with the activity
manager, receptionist, and psychologist. In Sect. 5, we give an overview of the
design and concept of the proposed puppy prototype, with which we did a first
preliminary evaluation that is reported in Sect. 6. In Sect. 7, we discuss some
of the weaknesses of our concept, future improvements, and share important
design insights. These insights are an important part of the paper, as they point
to important aspects and useful directions for the design of interactive technology

1 A system that is used by more nursing homes, for instance the commercial system
‘Door Guardian’ [32].
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for people with dementia. And finally, we conclude our work in Sect. 8 with a
short conclusion.

The main contributions of this paper are: (1) to inspire others with our
concept to consider a more subtle entertainment perspective than the common
forceful devices and interventions to address wandering behaviour (and perhaps
related issues); and (2) to provide interesting and useful insights into research and
design aspects when working on interactive technology for people with dementia.

2 Related Work

For our project we looked at several existing interventions in the literature and
those that are commercially available. There are several interventions that help
to prevent people with dementia from leaving a nursing home, including pre-
venting doors from opening, delayed opening of doors, hidden doors or controls,
signalling an alarm, and surveillance [44]. Alternative ideas we found include a
‘phantom bus stop’ that makes residents patiently wait for a bus that will never
arrive, but might calm down residents and allow caregivers to pick them up at a
known location, see [34]. Another method is to use visual deterrents, for instance
stickers disguising the door as a book closet, or even less subtle by using yellow
signs saying ‘STOP’, see [36]. Both the signage and door covering stickers were
rejected as valid options by the nursing home. A door-sticker with bricks was
tried once, but was recognised as covering an exit and subsequently peeled off
by a resident.

Interactive technology was seen by the nursing home, and our project team,
as a powerful tool that might help to address the wandering problem in dif-
ferent ways. Morrissey et al. indicate that in HCI for people with dementia,
technology is often seen as a solution to behavioural decline [24]. For instance,
a prompting device using artificial intelligence to help in a routine like wash-
ing hands [22], and other forms of assistive technology, including agendas, video
calls, or location tracking [19]. Besides technology for activities of daily living
(ADL), one can make a distinction between digital leisure activities for pure
entertainment and those for cognitive stimulation or therapeutic interventions
[19]. Included in the former are creative digital activities such as painting a vase
or music making, activities that are (more) difficult to perform without technol-
ogy [5,19,30]. Included in the latter, mainly therapy-related, is research intended
to aid current interventions and therapies by introducing additional technology.
For example, providing audio and video material using a touch screen interface
for reminiscence therapy [11]. An activity for the elderly that can be used for
therapy purposes and entertainment is the PARO robot, a robotic baby seal
[40]. Similarly in-between is the provision of leisure activities stimulating phys-
ical, cognitive, and social aspects in a playful way such as an interactive table
projection [3]. This shows that technology is not always ‘fixing’ behaviour seen
in people with dementia, but can also be an entertaining tool to enhance their
existing activities.

Similar to the more comprehensive ‘nighttime wandering system’ of
Radziszewski et al., that encouraged people with dementia to go back to bed
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in a soothing way with lighting and the use of media at night, we are interested
in an interactive system that can be used during the day to gently steer people
in an entertaining and playful way [28]. Nudging interventions (i.e. transpar-
ent ways to change behaviour without economic incentives [35]) like these, have
been used as a successful way of ‘ambient influence’ to steer the behaviour of
the general public, for instance to get people to use the stairs instead of the
elevator [31].

3 Addressing the Senses of People with Dementia

When designing for people with dementia, several aspects of (multi-modal) sense-
making should be considered. Several studies suggest this goes beyond only the
age-related aspects (see [6] for a more extensive overview). We target several
design oriented aspects and address four senses: visual, auditory, olfactory and
tactile. We had omitted the sense of taste beforehand as it is beyond the scope
of our project.

According to Jakob and Collier [16,17], the use of visuals can be effective, but
is often too much emphasized as a sensory stimulus for people with dementia.
Both Habell and Jakob and Collier mention that people with dementia can have
a false visual perception, for instance mistaking a staircase for a waterfall, or a
high glare floor surface for a river [12,17]. The confusion and decline in visual
function is why Jakob and Collier discourage using shiny objects, moving lights
(e.g. a disco ball), and suggest facilitation of slower light intensity changes [17].
The use of visual cues, including signs/icons and objects, can nonetheless be a
suitable way to prompt certain behaviour [5,12]. Building on his experience as
an architect for dementia care centres, Habell suggests that colour coding might
be effective, for example giving accessible doors a bold colour [12].

People with dementia might not be able to detect auditory stimuli as well as
other people. Hearing loss is a common occurrence in the ageing process. Also,
Uhlmann et al. and Lin et al. have found a correlation between hearing loss and
the severity of cognitive dysfunction [21,39]. Hearing impairment should there-
fore be taken into account when using auditory stimuli to attract the attention
of people with severe dementia. In terms of auditory stimuli, music has proven
to be a useful tool in stimulating people with dementia [6,30]. It can be used as
a way to comfort people but also allows them to reminisce about earlier times.
Spiro indicates that memory for music is special for people with dementia, as it
is a complex skill that has been demonstrated to be more persistent than other
information abilities [33]. Nair et al. conclude, based on a literature review and
their baroque music intervention study (with negative effects), that especially
preferred music genres help, rather than music of a general genre [26].

Olfactory deficits are more prominent in people with Alzheimer’s disease; dete-
riorating olfactory discrimination, odour identification, and the olfactory detec-
tion threshold [10]. Nevertheless, the use of smells can be beneficial for people
with Alzheimer’s disease. For example, a small scale aromatherapy study indicated
towards improvement of cognitive functioning and some improvement in concep-
tual understanding [18]. More directly related to HCI research, Gowans et al.
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speculated that smell will have strong connections with memory functions and
therefore also suggested the inclusion of smell in their set of (touchscreen oper-
ated) reminiscence devices for residents [11].

The sense of touch can be used in a passive and an active way. Passively,
to comfort people with dementia and make them feel safe, by providing soft or
fluffy materials. And actively, by providing them with objects with which they can
interact in engaging ways. For example, sensory cushions are objects that contain
different materials for a tactile and multi-faceted experience (vision, smell, hear-
ing, and even taste) [17]. Another distinction can be made whether touch is used
instrumentally, as part of a task, or as an expressive form, which is more emotional
[6]. We refer the reader to [15] for an overview and several studies on technology
addressing social touch and emotional aspects. Touch can be an effective stimulus,
but in order to attract people with dementia, and in order to establish interaction,
the objects should look inviting and meaningful [17].

4 Context of the Exit

The first author did four observations at the location, each lasting about 3 hours
and performed during different time frames: 1x morning, 2x midday, and 1x mid-
day/afternoon. Weather conditions may have been of influence. Due to sunny
and warm weather, many people (e.g. employees and supervised residents) went
outside for a walk or to sit in the sun. On average, about 55 people walked in
and out every hour during the observed hours. The entrance hall shows sev-
eral remarkable points, such as the large contrast in light intensity, see Fig. 1.
Compared to the bright incoming sunlight, the entrance hall is quite dark. Pro-
viding sunlight to the residents is important [12] but residents are also drawn
by this. Where the building is well designed for its visitors, who naturally feel
where the exit is and where to find information, the design seems less favourable
for its wandering residents. The receptionist also plays a role, and can be seen
as a multi-sensory stimulus for the residents. The receptionist talks, moves and
attracts people, creating an auditory, visual, and social stimulus. In front of the
exit, there is a small gift shop. Some residents were observed to be drawn to this
shop to look at, and touch, stalled and displayed items (e.g. shiny jewellery and
things wrapped in squeaky plastic foil). And lastly, the decor of the entrance
hall creates a funnel-like path towards the exit, feeling natural to follow.

4.1 Interviews

To get a more personal insight into the behaviour of the residents, beyond a gen-
eral description of people with dementia, the first author interviewed an activity
manager, a receptionist, and a psychologist. A semi-structured interview was
used starting with 11–14 questions depending on the expertise of the intervie-
wee. Responses were audio recorded and consent was given for this. We will
briefly share the most important findings.
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Fig. 1. A shadow/highlight corrected photo of the entrance hall of the nursing home.
Notice the funnel effect with attractive light of the exit, the position of the receptionist
(blurred for privacy), and the shiny items near the gift shop on the right.

Activity Manager. The activity manager has been working for the nursing
home for more than ten years. He organizes and manages activities for the res-
idents with the focus on physical activity and engagement. His goal is to keep
residents active and for that reason most activities are related to sports in a
playful way.

For giving instructions to the residents, he stated it is important to maintain
the order of: (1) having some ‘small talk’; (2) showing an explanatory photo or
picture; and (3) performing the activity. In other words, explain, demonstrate,
and then let them try it out themselves. ‘Only words are not enough.’ He also
mentioned that the best way to reach residents, for him personally, is to use
humour. Making residents laugh makes them comfortable and relaxed, and makes
them more willing to participate. The activity manager tried incorporating the
Kinect into activities about 3 years ago, but the relation between physical actions
and the screen were not understood by the residents. However, considering new
kinds of technologies, he continued that ‘the people coming into the nursing home
nowadays are a bit more familiar with it’.
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Receptionist. The interviewed receptionist has been working at the nursing
home for eight years. Her primary task is to be a receptionist, but an important
part of her job is also to interact with the residents that come to her desk, or
the exit.

She indicated that residents who go to the exit most often come just after the
lunch, when the sun is shining right on the glass around the exit, and when the
employees change shift. She mentioned that the latter is an important stimulus
for residents, because employees gather at the desk. Residents sometimes end up
at the exit by accident as a result of their wandering, and sometimes because they
planned to. It is the hardest to distract or change the mind of the latter group
of residents. It is also more common that this group of residents get upset or
aggressive. To lead residents away from the exit, the receptionist uses a personal
approach (including the use of names) which she feels is the most effective.

Psychologist. The interviewed psychologist has been working in the field of
elderly care for over eight years. She does neurological research on dementia and
is involved with the residents. She decides, based on a person’s stage of dementia,
symptoms, and behaviour, what the best care for this person would be.

When asked about the utility and applicability of sensory stimuli in guiding
residents away from the exit, the psychologist stated she could imagine it being
useful. People with dementia often have difficulties with focussing and are eas-
ily distracted and attracted by stimuli. She strongly believes that providing a
counter stimulus that is more attractive than the exit could help in solving this
problem. The psychologist explained that the time it takes to process sensory
stimuli is different for people with dementia as opposed to healthy people. A per-
son with dementia needs more time to process sensory stimuli, and therefore it
is important to provide these stimuli a little bit longer than normal. She experi-
ences dementia as a progressive disease that slowly takes away memories, starting
with the last learned things and making its way back through time. People with
dementia have a different perception of the world because they have lost memory
of the things learned recently. Mentally they could be back 40 years, making it
harder to incorporate newer technologies, as was indicated by the activity man-
ager as well. The psychologist feels that a combination of both an autonomous
distraction from a technological intervention and a personal, human, approach
is preferable and probably most effective.

5 Design of the Proposed Puppy Prototype

5.1 A Stuffed Animal

Taking into account the insights from the literature, observations, and interviews
mentioned above, the first author created 50 ideas for concepts through individ-
ual brainstorming. All ideas were then evaluated mainly by the first author, in
four successive phases. Input from two occupational therapists was used as input
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for phases three and four. In the first phase, 24 seemingly unrealistic or infeasi-
ble ideas were filtered out. In the second phase, the remaining ideas were scored
on the following principles: feasibility; innovativeness; comfortability; distract-
ability/attractiveness; fit with the environment; and safety. The principles were
scored between one to five points for each concept. The ideas that scored 20
points or higher, with a maximum of 30 points, were then elaborated upon giv-
ing concept descriptions. In the third phase the resulting top 12 of concepts were
subsequently pitched to the two collaborating occupational therapists. During
this third phase, the therapists indicated the general expected effectiveness of
the concepts, they did this based on their expertise in the field of dementia and
experience with residents of the nursing home. The gathered feedback was used
to come to a top three of concepts. In the fourth phase these three concepts
were assessed by weighing of pros and cons by the first author. The Lost Puppy
concept was selected because of its expected effectiveness (as indicated in phase
three by the therapists) in combination with its soft and playful character.

The Lost Puppy concept consists of a stuffed animal in the shape of a puppy,
paw prints on the floor that indicate the direction of the goal, and a larger stuffed
animal in the shape of a dog to represent the puppy’s parent. The concept is
supported by a storyline about the puppy being lost and needing to be brought
back home, barking for attention. This home is located elsewhere in the residence
where the parent dog is laying in a dog basket. The route from the puppy in
the entrance hall to its parent dog is indicated by small paw prints on the floor.
By giving residents the task to bring back the puppy, an interaction can be
established that will engage them for a longer time. By performing this task,
residents are unknowingly distracted from their own goal (i.e. going to the exit)
and being led away from the stimuli that could re-attract them towards the exit.
See Fig. 2, for an overview of the intervention.

The choice of animal in this concept was a dog, based on people’s familiarity
with dogs and the importance of recognition in design for people with dementia,
see [1,5,17,26]. Also, a dog was a good fit for the storyline. There is however, a
possibility that people have a fear of dogs. For that reason, a puppy was used
instead of a mature dog because they are considered to be more approachable.
Puppies also possess certain physical properties (infantile) that can stimulate
caregiving in people [7]. Giving care to a vulnerable puppy can raise a feeling
of responsibility in residents, and therewith stimulate them mentally. In another
study, such a nurturing aspect with tangible properties in playful activities has
also been indicated by proxies of residents as bringing pleasure [37]. Succeeding
in reuniting the puppy with its parent can provide a feeling of complaisance and
adds a clear goal.

5.2 Location

The location of the puppy was decided based on a small set of tests. For the tests,
a stuffed animal in the shape of a small dog was placed at different locations
in the entrance hall of the nursing home. For the course of an hour for each
location, the first author observed whether the dog would be spotted or not by
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Fig. 2. A schematic overview of the exit location of the nursing home with the Lost
Puppy concept.

the resident. The most reactions were witnessed when the dog was put on top
of a pool table that had a black cover on it. At this location there was a large
contrast between the black canvas and the light coloured fluffy animal. Therefore,
we decided to use this location. However, to allow the pool table to be used, we
used a moveable cart in front of the table on which the puppy could sit.

5.3 Technical Implementation

The implemented system consisted of a commercially available stuffed puppy of
around 35 cm long, 15 cm wide, and 15 cm in height, see Fig. 3. To keep the dog
light enough and better resistant to being accidentally dropped, the speakers
were not embedded in the puppy. Instead, they were included in a moveable
pedestal on which the puppy was placed. The pedestal also included a semi-
transparent window with a Philips Hue colour changing LED lamp behind it to
strengthen the visual attractiveness. Also a note was added around the puppy’s
neck prompting to bring it back home. A passive infrared motion sensor was
connected to an Arduino to trigger a randomly selected barking sound when
motion was detected. Five different barking sounds were included, ranging from
more whiny to excited barking. Paw prints were placed on the floor to prompt the
direction to walk to, the location of the non-interactive ‘parent dog’ positioned
around the corner, as indicated in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 3. Two photos of the implementation of the Lost Puppy concept. On the left, the
puppy and motion sensor are placed on a pedestal with inside the Philips Hue with con-
trol interface, speaker, and laptop running the software. On the right, the installation
can be viewed as a resident would see it when walking through the entrance hall.

6 Pilot Evaluation

The goal of the pilot evaluation was to gain insight into how effective the inter-
vention is and to indicate whether it is indeed possible to divert the attention of
residents away from the exit with such an intervention. In order to gain insights
into the effectiveness of the elements of the intervention (i.e. puppy, paws and
parent dog, note, and active involvement of the receptionist), starting with the
puppy we added one element every 90 min (while including the previously added
elements). In total, the observations were performed over the course of seven
hours. The exact numbers of interactions observed were not kept because obser-
vations were performed from several points of view and the exit was not always
within sight (e.g. when observing interactions with the parent dog). People with
dementia are a rather vulnerable user group, and therefore we worked in close
cooperation with the nursing home to perform the user test. We started with a
test of one hour to discover any major flaws and to be sure that no dangerous
situations could occur during testing.

Puppy. Residents in the entrance hall did notice the puppy and some
approached it. One resident walked by the puppy, and said to the puppy when
it started barking ‘It’s going to be fine’. Later that same resident walked by
again and responded to the puppy’s barking by saying ‘Calm, calm’. The resi-
dent stood next to the puppy for a couple of minutes but did not pet or pick
up the puppy. There was one resident, usually quite active around the exit and
regularly attempting to leave, who asked how the system actually worked, even
being interested in the technical details. She did not think the puppy was real,
but did pet the puppy and seemed to be amused by the whole system for quite
a while.
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In the facility there were several groups of residents with visitors. In one
group, a visitor suggested to approach the puppy. The group seemed to be very
amused and delighted by the puppy and its barking, and one of the residents
left a little flower with the puppy. Usually the visitors reacted with the most
enthusiasm to the puppy and encouraged the residents to approach and pet the
puppy. This created a social situation in which the puppy was central. They
would stand around the puppy, listen to its barking, and some also petted the
puppy.

There was one resident later that day who came to the exit with the intention
of leaving. When the receptionist suggested to go to the puppy, the resident
responded saying the puppy on top of the box was fake but that there was a dog
inside of that box, because it could be recognised that the barking came from
there. However, the resident did not care to seek this out. She did continue to
have a conversation with the receptionist and then decided to sit down. There
were also residents that passed by the puppy without noticing it, or its barking.
It slowly became busier in the entrance hall because lunch hour was approaching,
which sometimes made it difficult to hear the barking. The receptionist therefore
suggested to turn up the volume.

Paws and Parent Dog. The paw prints seemed to help to gain attention from
residents. Residents stopped to look at them and made comments such as ‘how
funny’. One resident in the entrance hall had already noticed the puppy, and
also noticed the paw prints. He even followed the paw prints for a little while,
but not far enough to spot the ‘parent dog’. There were also residents coming
from the location of the parent dog, walking towards the entrance hall. These
residents walked past the parent dog but almost all residents did seem to notice
it. Most of these residents responded by smiling, and some reacted verbally both
in a group setting and when alone. It did not result in any physical interaction
with the dog.

Note. The prompting note ‘Lost: bring me to Hallway A’, was not noticed by
many residents. There was one resident who noticed the note by herself, but
she did not engage in further interaction. The visitors that accompanied the
residents did notice the note, but they also seemed to lack the confidence to pick
up or take the puppy. Therefore, they did not encourage the residents to do so
either.

Active Involvement of the Receptionist. The receptionist was instructed
to point residents towards the puppy when they came to the exit, and explain
that the puppy was lost and had to be brought back to the ‘parent dog’. With
the receptionist’s assistance, residents seemed to approach the puppy more often
than without her encouragement. Some residents walked up to the puppy upon
her instructions, but on arrival they would look at it and walk away again.
Some residents did not immediately follow up on the receptionist’s instructions,
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but when she physically guided them they would follow her. The residents did
not show interest in bringing the dog to Hallway A, and said things such as
‘I have to pee first’ or ‘No, it is dead’, without being really bothered by that
latter possibly shocking interpretation. The receptionist did state that the puppy
provided a natural topic to talk about with residents and that she did not feel
uncomfortable to do so. She did not see a change in the behaviour of the residents
during the tests, as she believes that most of the residents are too ‘faded’ to be
able to grasp the idea of a lost puppy. She noticed that residents refused to
step on the paw prints and therefore (ironically) even suggested to place them
directly in front of the exit.

7 Discussion

In this work, we created a playful interactive intervention to address the issue
of wandering in people with dementia in a nursing home. Our pilot evaluation
was very exploratory and tested for only one day. Therefore, long term testing
is needed to gain more insight into the interaction and effectiveness of its ele-
ments. Such evaluations could also use more quantitative measures with a fairer
comparative research methodology (e.g. comparing identical time slots).

Nonetheless, the current study showed that the Lost Puppy concept can
attract residents walking through the entrance hall. When noticed, the Lost
Puppy system also seems to have a general positive effect on the residents and
the atmosphere in the entrance hall. However, the intervention does not succeed
in drawing the attention of residents for a long time. Residents did not complete
the suggested task of bringing the puppy to its parent. The intervention did
not prevent residents who purposefully wanted to leave from going to the exit
either. For the residents who did not end up at the exit during testing, we can
only speculate if they were steered away by the intervention or by something
else. In this discussion we suggest improvements for the current prototype in
order to make the Lost Puppy a more suitable intervention. Furthermore, in the
subsequent paragraphs we will share more general insights for designing such a
playful intervention for people with dementia.

7.1 Improve the Setting, Sensors, Sounds, and Stimuli of the Puppy

Similar to the importance of the physical layout of the entrance, the location
and setting of the Lost Puppy are also essential. Currently the puppy was placed
on top a large pedestal in the entrance hall. To some people this made the puppy
less approachable, as if the puppy was exhibited and they were not allowed to
touch it. Therefore, it is recommended to place the puppy in a location that
is perceived more accessible. Another point regarding the setting is that if the
puppy is actually brought to the parent, the puppy in the entrance hall needs to
be replaced. We recommend that the receptionist keeps a small storage of puppies
nearby, to refill the Lost Puppy spot, and occasionally collects the puppies from
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the parent somewhere nearby. The receptionist present during the evaluation
was more than willing to do this.

The receptionists and caregivers at work during the testing indicated that
the sounds were sometimes too soft when there was noise in the entrance hall.
Therefore, it is recommended to provide the receptionist with the possibility to
change settings of the installation, including changing the volume of the barking
sounds and to mute it when there is for example a performance (e.g. a children’s
choir) in the hall.

Currently, the stimuli of the puppy were not sufficing to go beyond attract-
ing the residents. Therefore, we recommend as a first attempt to include more
stimuli. For example, the puppy should, similar to the PARO robot, move its
head and tail [40]. This could make it appear more natural and, combined with
other improvements (e.g. adaptive (barking) sounds), persuade the residents to
initiate more action, hold their attention during execution, and finally succeed
to bring the puppy to the parent steering the residents away from the exit.

7.2 Design for Dementia Insights: Towards Guidelines

The current study does not yet allow us to establish strong guidelines, but shar-
ing our first insights might help others. We based our insights on related work,
interviews, and feedback from residents. And we welcome future research to test,
strengthen, and add more of these insights. Several of the insights extend the
work of Jakob and Collier regarding design principles and recommendations for
multisensory environments (MSEs)2.

Getting Informed. Regarding the design process we first reiterate that it is
important to include people with dementia (and people close to them)
in the process, and to educate oneself regarding dementia [19,38]. This can also
include education about more specific elements, in this case wandering behaviour
and analysis of the exit situation. In this particular study, we leaned in the begin-
ning and concept generation more on the proxies of the residents (i.e. the activity
manager, psychologist, receptionist, and occupational therapists), than on direct
interactions with the residents. It might have been beneficial to also include more
family members. In our opinion the goal of the intervention, unknowingly prevent
the residents from leaving, could have been a too confronting topic to incorpo-
rate residents as full design partners. For the informal location test and pilot
study we did use both the verbal and non-verbal feedback of the residents as
much as possible. For insights into proper participatory design and co-design for
people with dementia we refer to [13] and [38].
2 The principles consisted of: feeling comfortable and safe; meaningful and familiar;

multisensory experience; stimulation and relaxation; control and interaction; and age
appropriate and usable. These were accompanied with 3 design recommendations:
using textiles and soft materials (encouraging playful engagement), lighting and
lights (gradual changes), and low-tech vs high-tech (multi-modal but preventing
a technical appearance by using familiar elements). We refer the interested reader to
[17] or their more informal and extensive guidebook [16] for a complete description.
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Over-Stimulation. It is important to prevent over-stimulation for this
target group. Too much sensory stimuli can be easily overwhelming. As described
by Reisberg et al.’s Stage 3 - mild cognitive decline scale, affected concentration
can become apparent for people with dementia [29]. This supports the advice
for multi-sensory rooms for residents with dementia by Jakob and Collier, to
de-clutter spaces and create visual focus points [16]. For example, guiding
visual focus with lights that gradually change colour (e.g. with a Philips Hue or
light path of LEDs [28]), with moving parts (e.g. moving limbs of a seal [40]),
or by increasing contrast (e.g. as seen in the informal location test by choosing
the proper background)3.

Goals and Prompts. Another aspect is to include clear goals during the
entire interaction [1] with the use of appropriate prompts during the inter-
action. Clear goals can also be intuitive goals. For example, showing, in a virtual
environment, dots of paint in combination with a blank vase can be enough to
trigger residents to start painting [5]. In our intervention we included a clear
goal, but it might not have been clear during the entire interaction. Emphasiz-
ing for instance the paws with additional gradually changing lights might have
helped to make the goal clearer, and could have prompted the users. The writ-
ten prompt ‘to return the puppy’ to its parent’s location was not successful.
Even auditory prompts (not given by a person) might be ignored when they
are hard to understand. Another consideration is that it can also be speculated
that prompts using synthetic speech might be harder to understand than natu-
rally spoken text, especially for people with dementia [1]. In the prompts given
by a system, it is also important that it is clear what to do, but in the mean-
while preventing that residents become insecure about whether they are capable
to perform the task [30]. More extensive, simple and short but very specific,
preferably multi-modal prompts seem to be needed.

Personal Approach. In general it helps to use tailoring and personal-
ization to persuade people [27]. For our target group this could for instance
be done by using the residents name for prompting (as was mentioned in an
interview with the receptionist), adapting content to personal preferences (e.g.
changing to preferred music although this might be logistically problematic [26]),
or triggering remaining memories with certain topics [12,41]. However, consider-
ing privacy-security reasons, and considering that ‘a significant number of sub-
jects’ got upset when personal pictures were included (they could not remember
the depicted moments or persons), Gowans et al. argue against the use of such
personalization [11]. Therefore, it is important to consider what type of person-
alisation is used and if the benefits outweigh its consequences.

3 Shiny objects were observed to attract attention at the gift shop near the exit,
and reflective surfaces can be fascinating for some individuals [38]. However, shiny
object/glare/reflections could be misinterpreted by residents and be detrimental and
confusing [6,17].
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Recall. In the design clearly link to recognisable and/or familiar elements
[1,5,17,26]. As people with dementia in general have severe trouble learning new
skills or memorising new procedures, the interaction should build on recognis-
able and intuitive elements. Furthermore, according to Jakob and Collier, using
familiar elements can help to make users feel safe [17]. One way to address this
familiarity is using technology to mimic animals, like the PARO robotic seal
[40]. It seems that this could trigger the caregiving tendencies indicated for real
human-animal interaction, especially when using infantile characteristics which
is known as the baby schema [7].

Incorporating Sounds. When applicable, make sounds originate actually from
the object itself, or at least incorporate the origin of sounds into the design.
It might be hard for residents to make the cognitive link between the object
and sounds playing from a distance. This link was previously also suggested
by Gowans et al. [11]. Even though the speaker was really close, the difference
in location was noticed for our puppy by one resident, leading her to conclude
the puppy was fake. Furthermore, considering the high occurrence of hearing
problems of people with Alzheimer’s disease [39], it could be useful to have
adjustable audio. The audio should be audible but not too loud, preventing
discomfort and over-stimulation of others.

Humour, Fun, and Laughter. If possible in a suitable manner, try to incor-
porate humour into the system. Several sources mention stimulation of humour
or laughter for residents [4,12,23]. Our current design already triggered some
smiling, laughs and giggles, as well as remarks as ‘how funny’ and ‘look at that’.
The interviewed activity manager also mentioned humour as an important fea-
ture to reach residents.

Social Interaction. Embrace the attractive value, the effect that ‘people
attract people’, and incorporate facilitation of the social interactions it can trig-
ger. In other words: use the interactive piece as a ‘honey pot’ [8]. This
‘enticing honey-pot’ effect [8] has been proven to exist for embodied play expe-
riences in public spaces [25]. As was indicated in the interview, it also seemed
that residents were attracted when employees gathered. Furthermore, a demon-
stration effect was seen where people (mostly family visitors) would talk about
the puppy to the residents and even pet it. Related to this we also advise to
consider the use of the system as ‘conversation piece’ as this might sup-
port and stimulate social interaction. This was seen here, as well as suggested
for other systems for people with dementia [38,41], and in a general population
interacting in public spaces [25].

Age Appropriate Design. Together with staff and residents we identified that
there could be a thin line between offering a too childish toy and providing an
effective steering interactive intervention. A too childish looking system might
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make residents less willing to use it, as was also demonstrated in another study by
one participant leaving a music activity because it looked too childish [30]. This
perfectly fits with Jakob and Collien’s principle to make it age appropriate
and usable [17]. We follow them and others in the advice to address people
with dementia with respect, taking them for full, addressing what they can while
taking into account the things they have trouble with, their peculiarities, and the
individual differences [17,23,24,41]. Perhaps targeting/picking the proper play
experiences according to the stage of dementia could be a small help herein [4].

To emphasize the importance of providing pleasurable interactions for people
with dementia using an appropriate multi-modal interaction, fitting the person’s
preferences, we end this discussion with this inspiring quote:

‘The emphasis in descriptions of the course of the syndrome
tends to be on long-term degeneration. Nevertheless, in a
favourable environment and with care based on respect and love,
people with dementia can, in spite of their limitations, laugh,
dance, sing and cry, mean something special to someone else,
care for a fellow resident, and enjoy good food, beautiful music
and pleasant smells.’ [23, p. 4]

8 Conclusion

This study focused on developing an interactive playful intervention to steer
people with dementia living in a nursing home unknowingly away from the exit.
Our proposed Lost Puppy concept has not yet succeeded in achieving its goal.
However, our study, building on the research of others, resulted in several insights
into the design for people with dementia regarding this subject. We believe that
these insights can inspire and support future initiatives towards subtle playful
interactive interventions for people with dementia.
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